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FOREWEORD

This report considers the problem of resolving two camouflage
requirements that appear to be incompatible. When faced with situationsI
of this type, decision-makers are tempted to make compromises that do
not entirely satisfy either requirement. The approach pursued In this
study is novel in that it attempts to avoid compromise by taking
advantage of unique colorant properties under different enviromental
conditions. It is hoped that the study will lead to a solution that
satisfies both requirements.

The work reported is being continued in several parallel directions,
including an extension of the survey of dyes, studies of chemical .factors
involved, and development of dye formulations for various fabrics.
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ABSthACT

Caw•utage against visual observation or detection by infrared
image-converters reqLires that the refiectance of objects be relatively
low. Ot the other hbd, ce-xuflage against ifrrared-sennitive photo-
graphy requires that reflectance in the approp.ate spectral region be
rtlati4'e!y Ug. easojs fcr these restrictionts are discussed.

Of posslble approaches to attain desired reflectane character-
!kt, &l, hat M..o.LJ.d fa ze.ce.ce I. -" near :.z-raredL itt discuzscd.
A methodology for searching for suitable dyes and the design of an
instrument that can identify the invisible infrared fluorescence are
d-s.idbed. I rrred fluorescence Characteristics of over 100 dyes
applied to various fabrics is given±

vi
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-EV3SbZiL-TY OF TUS3NG FLUC ESENT 1 C011RA= TO _AYOPI D T
CAMMT.ArZ RO(ECrTIO! AGAi=ST PO'ýC DM-.I. .

Modern technoloa can now provide 't military observer with Wat.1 to
detect objects of interezt vith a v.riety of detection systems. Some of
these systems have been designed for use under specitl l tinz, but
collectively they are enie iti parts Cf a Vide reg!o. of the eleetro
magnetic spectrum from the ultraviolet to the microwave.. I(4 • 2

When designimg camifdingf ayEto:, t.t is neseesary th-At soioainm ot.
the various epectral regions zad varlous detection systems be compatible
vi•th each other. A snglem uniform should afford camouflage Totection -

against all detection systeas that migA rteasnatly be uzed uiq iw i-
vidual troops. it should be clear, for example, that a uniform so de-iAeýd
that it significantly reduces the probabiLity of detection by infrared
devices is useless, if its visual camouflage capabilities are thereby

! destroyed.

One vexing problem :f this type has been the reconeiling into a single i
clothing system of .all the requirements for camouflage against viual•,
infrared photographic, and infrared-sensitive in the range 850 to 1200
nanometers. Photographic emulsioms are available that are Gensitive in
the ultraviolet, visible and the near-infrared regions of the gpectrum.
The region of interest in this paper is that between about 750 aund 900
nanometers, in which neither sniperscope system nor the eye are sezwitive,
but for vhich certain photographic emulsions have specifically been
designed with enhanced sensitivity. Table I summarizes some of the mkre
important ways in which a photographic surveillance system differs from -j

the sniperscope and visual methods. Photographic observations are usually o
mdee in daylight from the air. Hence, the direction of viewing is pre-
dominantly vertical as compared with the predominantly horizontal viewing
that is characteristic of the other two modes. Although visual observations
are also made at night, most visual information is obtained in daylight. ,"Reaction time" reflects the fact that a period of time is required to make

an exposure, process a film, and examine a fizal print. Daring the t.- .
required to react, some targets (e.g. troops) couLd easily aove. The back-
ground against which an object Is viewed from the air is essentially the
solid ground. On the other ba•d, visual and sniperscope obaervations of
an object are very often made against a background that is variable; some
parts of the background may be near the object, some far behind It, and
pearts of the backgrouind my simply be void.

9':
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I'I1AY 1i Differences in Dete-tioa by Vlixl, Photographic

&ad Sriperstope Systems as Usually F•mployed

viusaxl Rhqto&'apchic Snersco

Wave leneh region 380 to 750 750 to 900 850 to 1200

rtlzontel Vertical. hor'lzont.&I

* Primry use daytime dayt ime nighttime

Reaction time fast slow fast

Depth of Agro'd dce! d ep

Type of target for which any stationary any
effective

Ideal reflectance (%) for 5 to 10 40 to 60 id to 25
camouflage in vet climates

The differences axmmarized ia Table I lead to an idealized reflectance
curve for camouflage through the spectral region .from 400 to 1200 nanometers.
Figure 1 represents the spectral reflectance that a uniform should have in
order to provide minimum contrast with the background, when it is viewed
with any of the systems shovn in Table I. The solid curve is one that
vnixld satisfy requirements for all conditions of viewing. The dashed
curves that would afford adequate camouflage for day and for night.
This assumes that the sniperseope would not be used in daylight and that
photogralhic surveillaace would be from the air in daylight, using infra-
red-sensitive film.

Past efforts to develop a colorant formulation that wou.ld yield a
reflectance curve such as the solid curve of F.Lgure 1 have been ianvailing.
S While it may be possible for a compound to absorb strongly at about 1000
nawmeters and absorb only weak1y at 850 nanometers, such behavior has
only rarely been observed.(15) The few specific organic compounds that
have shown these characteristics Ihave reje;.yed limited &ttenrion due to
their relatively poor fastness to light.(lo)

It is, of course, unrealistic to consider using separate uniforms for
day ard nijt in order to obtain correspondence with the dashed curves of
Figure 1. It is conceivable, however, that a fabric could be produced that
would show different apparent reflectance characteristics, depending on the
type of illuml ntion that is used. This would be possible, if the fabric
were.- tr'o exyhbit fluorescence in a band centering at about 850 ruoimeters,

2
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.60 • thereby Incre"in6 the apprent
reflectance in tuds regicn. 1hile

.50 many dyes are baown to fluorese in
the -visible region of the OlpectrumuS•1few referew*ýi lie,• e th:.

.0litematuxe to dyes that fluoresce
in the Dear-irnfrared.

IU I
w.0

-+- COner; it
/NIG/T ae first neeces•-ry to fina dyeg that

.104 do fluoresce in the near-inf-raeed.
Ao-t100 dysvez e ar~p-Ited- to Y'4vious

_ ____fabrics and examined vith the ph&.Ot ter

40G 60 -00 000 1200 described in Section 4. Selectiou of
dy~es, however, %ra W ra::A but -=U-•i

WAVELENGTH (Nonometers) on certain known principles.

Figure I. uwaiazed reriectance From Stokes' law one expects to
curve of a uniform fabric to find an absorption band at wavelengths
afford caMuflage protection over somevi~nt shorter than those that
& spectral range from 400 to 1.200 caacterize the fluorescent emissi•,.
nan~eters. For example, rhodamine absorbs at about

550 nanater-s and .fluoresces at about
600 Manmeterm. *e fore, for .iiz

survey green and blue dyes vere selected because they have absorption hamas
in the red part of the spectrum, and ona would expect any fluoreseenct to
appear in the near-infrared, the region of inte.•est.

Seco•dly, the chemical structures have been reported(17) for =my (es
that are known to fluoresce in the, visiLble spectm. Green or ble yes
whose ctru•ctures resemble rhodamine, flwurescein, etc., vere therefore
prime candidates for study.

It was also known that fluorescence is a source of difficulty and
error in color measurewnt, When colorants are known to fluoresce,
approPriat-e care can be taken to assure accuracy of the data. If, however,
fluorescence appears in the infrared. being invlsible, it maj.1o umnoticed
or umnuspected until serious delays or errors have occurred one V.e
uas sugge+ted by a colorist on the basis of just such an experience1•-•-.

As the preliminary results became available, a few dyes were observed
to be fluorescent in the infrared. Green and blue dkes having related
chemical structures were then included in the study. Belating the chemical
structure and concentration of dyes and the influence of substrate to
fluorescence are subjects of a continuing study that will be reported in
a later paper.

3
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3.of Fabric pe
- - 1'l.i o t-e or this at-ady iF a colorat a that stbets

swIivd t'-- fe.L &Uaces. Por tuia .re"Uon
S " .... ev• Kat '-A. after being applied to ftbric substrates rather than in

soloicin. Zitial eFXI is wus placed on cationic dyes, aelthough many

*. Fabrics Choosen

I) Cloth, polýrcrylic, oxnord, 6.4 oz.
2) Cloth, cotton, lawn, 2.9 oz-
,I Cloth., polyamide, filament, twill, 1.6 oz.
SCloth, lolyiamlde, filamett, twill, 3 oz.
5) Cloth, polyamide, spuin, 3 oz.
6) Cloth, viscose, banner, 5 oz.
7) Cloth, viscose, taffeta, 3 oz.
82 Cloth, acetate, taffeta, 3 oz.
9 Cloth, polyester, oxford, 3 oz.

b. Depth of Dveings

Although the influence of conr-eLtration on degree of fluorescence
is not considered in this paper, dyeings were mde at three levels in
preparation for that phase. Dyeings were based on stock solutions
containing approximately 1 millimole per liter. The following aliquots
were used for the three levels.

100 ml
50 ml
25 ml

All of the dyeings were made uzing swatches, 10g ± 0.5g, of the
various fabrics chosen. The fabric samplos were in an already prepared
condition and needed only to be wet out at 110OF with a non-ionic detergent.
A liqu.or ratio of 40:1 was maintained for all of the dyeings. At the end
of the dyeing cycle the samples were rinsed, dried and pressed. The dyed
sampler were than measured with a photometer for fluorescent emission.
Results are reported only for the most effective concentration.

c. Mying Procedures

"The following are the dyeing procedures used for the fabrics
&elected in this study. Stainless steel beakers were used in a constant
temperature bath.

1) Cationic des on ,c.l.a-ryli-: and vi-3cose fabrics

The material was enter-ed in a dyebath at 120cF made up with

4
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the folI-'wi~XW ýOaiPnwnts i?1 'A.mi1era.Ued water:

4$ 3od±lim acctimte
1% Acetic acid (56%) # -i

1% Organic catmic retarder (fttarer US) -7

Th ybt at pn-o -45 5. vs aieoth ei. iBo l n ..... c5 -- f:: -
•oilirg was continue-d for up to 2 hours or until tU color bad been
rmOved .o• -the 1dyebath. The fabric was rewoed and rnS" .in de-
mineralized voter.

2) Dasc &zoctton, 2Iide *nd vis~ooe ftbr-icz

A The dyeing was started at 12.00F and the tegperatwc mi4~ed
to the boil In 30 minates. -e dye bath was boiled for 30 dmnutes
longer. Antxydzous sodium sulfate vas then added in portions to & total

of 30 peraent of the weight of fabric and boiling continued for 30
inutes. The dyeing was continmed in a cooLing bath for an additicma1

20 minutes, &kal the fabric rinsed In cold demineralized voter for 5
miniutes.

3) Aeid-&yea on polyamide fabrics

Acid dyes vere applied to poly~a1Ae fabrics In a bath

10% Anjaydrous sodium sulfate
5% Amonium acetate
3% Acetic acid (56 %), to exhaust4
4Z1 Pormic acid (90$),, to exhaust '

The dyeing was started at 1200P and the bath teperature graduaally .
raised to 1600 and held at 1600 + 20F for 30 minutes. Shen ;L' -7
temperature vas raised to the boil and dyeing contInved at the boil
for . hour with submequent additions of acid in portions to pi'o.te
exhaustion. Boiling was continued for an additional 15 =inutes, after
which the temperature was lo'ered and the fabric rinsed.

4) Modant acid dyes on polt.wmide fabrics

Mordant dyes were applied to polyamide fabrics in a mnmer
similar to acid dyes and aftor-chcomed in a fresh bath vith sodium
dicbxomte and formic acid.

The mte-ial was entered at 85OF in a bath containing disenIved dyeand 3% acetic acid (5$%). The bath was raised to the boil in 30 minutes

fP.. 2 . .'". . £,:; i '4
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and. boiling continued for -in additiax-na 30 minutes. To exh&aust the
4. - ba.h 4 foxmic acid (90%) was added and boiling was continued for 30

S-4 t-•lr~r

Ch--n= development wa6 accomplished by after-treatment in a fresh
bath with:

A.@-. -

I/ 4 , 1/2, 1% Sodium dichromate (aounts equal to dye)

The bath t•mpera'Wue was raised to the boil and continued at the boil
for li hours. Te fabric was first rinsed thoroughly in hot water to
remove unused sodium dichromate, then in warm and finally in cold
'water.

5) Special neutral dyeing colors on polyamide fabrics (super-
nylite and Nylanthrene dyes)

Me material was entered at l0O0F in a dyebath containing:

4% Anhydrous sodium sulfate
4% Ammonium sulfate

Mhe temperature was raised to 160OF in 30 minutes. The required
salts were then added to the bath and the temperature raised to i80OF
and the dyeing continued at 1800 ± 2°F for 1 hour. The material was
rinsed in we-am and then in cold water.

6) Disperse dyes on acetate, poly-mide and pl•lyester fabrics

The dyestuffs were pasted with 1% anionic dispersant
(Igepon T) in warm water before adding to the dyebath which was uet
at 1200F. The temperature was raised gradually to 20°OF in 20 minuteb
and the dyeing continued at 200- 2050 F for i hour. The fabric was
then rinsed in warm and cold water. Disperse dyes were applied on
polyester fabric using a phenol derivative (Carolid) as a carrier.

* This was first dissolved in water and added to the dyebath to a con-
centration of 5 gil and the pH was adjusted to 6.0. The bath was
brought to a boil in 15 minutes and the boiling continued for 2 hours.

7) Reactive dyes on polyamide fabrics

The prepared material was entered in a dyebath at 100OF
wit1h 4% formic acid (90%) and the previously dissolved dyestuff. The
rate of temperature rise of the dyebath was carefvilly controlled and
brought to 205°F in 45 minutes, at which temperature the bath was main-
tained for 1 hour. The fabric was then rinsed in cold water and scoured
for 10 minutes at 1800 ± 5°F in 2 parts anionic surfactant (Igepon T)
and 2 parts sodium carbonate per 1000' parts of water. The fabric was
finally rinsed in cold water.

" .V.



ae ikolvent dye was first d-szolird i P-50 al o methaa

4 ~anionic dizperi.annt (!Zepon T). A 10 gram sample of material was theftand then ma~e into a -l-iter dispersion with water using 1.0 gram of .'.-';

afe in 4oo rti of znre s.toc-k =3iu:Lju. nje aý -as aqpplh-; in tbe
manner as a disperse dye at a low temperature of ,120°-l40 fow 1 hour.
.Te fabric wa.a thoroughlv rinsed in varm water and then finally given

9) An ad-itiorAl investigation vas made of direct dves on
both cotton and polyamide in both neutral and acid baths.

6 ~a) iYeutalbath

ihe dyeing was started at IO'F and ralse&l to U1t boil
In 30 minutes. After continuing at the boil for 30 minutes, 30%
a-hydrous sodium sulfate was added and bo.'."g ontinnze f or 30 minutes
longer. The fabric then was finally given a cold rinse.

b) Ac id bath

0The material was added to the dyebath at 120OF which
contained 10% anhydrous sodium sulfate and 5% amonium acetate. The
temperature was held for 15 minutes at 16oo-180OF and then raised to
the boil. Boiling was continued for I hour longer and the bath was
finally exhausted with 1% acetic acid (564).

4. Design of Fluorophotometer

The basic design of the fluorophotometer is shown in Figure 2. A
sample at SP is illuminated normal to its surface by a collimated beam
from a 150-watt, 6-volt tungsten lamp. This beam passes through a
filter, F-l, that absorbs light at wavelengths lon th=a 700 nanomters.
This filter is aztuelly a combination of a heat ring filter and an
"interference filter in series.*

The detector, RCA-917, is placed at 450 to the normal. Two
Corning 2600 filters are placed in front of the dAttector (F-2). Thi"s
combination absorbs radiation at wavelengths jhorter than 700 nanometers.

The transmittance of F-2, a nominal sensitivity of the detector, and

their product are shown In Figure 3., The transmittance of the two con-
ponents and their combination that were used for F-1 are shown in Figure 4.

7

:9ekat absorbing filter 10,3 (thin)•" , ~Interference filter - No. 68•!

Both obtained from Optics Technology, Inc., Palo Alto, California.
tre e f
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FIgure 3. Transmittance of Figure IT ranwittr e of ccmb$Zed
. (dashed Lime), a nominate r F-1 filter - solid ine; and e compoae0 ts ,
sensitivity Of the detector heat absorbing ofiter - -dottd lin;
(dotted line)., and taed terfexenee filter ,daAho4 "line.
product (solid l11e).

Ta e instu•e nt 'was balianed to read zei with the s•,ci.n .... *Tr
alone in the sample port. The holder is blackened wits a pk4.. c vtxaWn...
carbon black and has a reflectance of less thian 4 percent* Wdhen,=n i=1Ud,,
white fabric is placed in the sample position, a reading of about 8 isr-d
amperes is obtained. 'this c mrbabs.y represents the degsee of overlap ..
the tran..• mttances of the filters F-1 a ed P-2. Readings less tban 10

S0microamperes are co tidnred to indicate the absene of fluorescence in
the range of the spectrum def ined by the instan e .eet.

5. FJAirEphotometer Measurements

Weare I lists those dyes, applied to the indicated substrates, for
vhi;h xace-:!Angs of less than 10 mi-croaxperes were observed. These mup3*s
arle C 1=:*dered not to fluoreaee in the infrared.

.e lists those samples for which readings of between I n 15
microwmperes 'were obtained. These are regarded as weakly or doubtfull~y
fluorescent.

Samples listed in Table IV are those for which values 'were obaerved
between 15 and 30 microamperes.* These are regarded as moderatel~y
fluorescent.

Tablesa V and V-1 list those dyes that are regarded as strongly
fluorescent in the infrared. Samples for 'whichx readings between 30 and
50 microaxperes 'were obtained are shown in Table VI; those for which
readings of 2bove 50 were obtained are given Ini Table VI. A few of these

0 dyes are listed in more thAn one table,, when applied to more %ham me
fiber 'with diffOerent results.

..... .... .... .. ~- -4 - 4
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-'2BLE II: Dyes that do not f-uores-ce in Xlte near infrared

x Chemicaltr~t

*-Baic Blue 3 515 oxzine ct
* "- •--sio Blme 4 1004 Oxazine cotton

9&1e, BKqe 40 not knuow•n31wryii
Basic Green 6 ne qvAalize po1a1ic

Acid B.-lie 40 6125 a4thquinooe p1lPamide
AJId B.ue 185 none phtb~aooyaaine poLyamide

~c4B~o~ 426370 trisuzo palyam~d~e
•,cld Black 1 4330 try1~bo polyamide

Mordant Blue 3 43830 triarylmethane polyamide

l'ord'lnt Blue. 10 51030 oxazine polyamide
*Mrdant Blue 19 noe M=oaZO polyamide
Mordant Blue 45 51045 oxazine polyamide

Mrdant Blue 56 51120 oxazine poly8mide
mord=t Green 4 10005 quneoxime polyamiAe
Hordatt Green 22 45510 phthalein po04yamide
Mordant Black 3 14640 monoazo .pclyamide
Mordant Black U. 3.4645 monoazo polyamre

Direct Blue 24 none trisazo cotton
Direct Blue 40 none disazo cotton
Direct Blue 67 P7925 dlsazo cotton
Direct Blue 7(- 34140 trisazo cotton
Direct Blue 75 34220 trisazo cotton

Dire-t Blue 76 244i0 disazo (metal) cotton
Direct Blue 78 34200 trisazo cotton
Direct Bl-ue 80 noue disazo (Metal) cotton
Direct Blue 81 34215 trisazo .otton
Direct Blue 86 74180 phathaiocyanine plade

Direct Blue 87 74200 phthalocyanine cotton
Direct Blue 98 23155 disazo (metal) cotton
Dliect Blue 207 none disazo cotton
Direct CY:,een 1 30280 trisazo cotton
Direct Green 6 30295 trisazo polyaudde

Direct Green 8 30315 trisazo cotton
Direct Green 12 30290 trtsazo cotton
Direct Green 15 none trisazo polyi~de
Direct Green 26 34c4,5 trisazo cotton

SDirect Green 27 none polyazo polyamide

ftkvrdanted with tannin
10

.-t
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TABI2 n (cont 1'd)

Direct Green 28 i~a5wnazo p-oJ-a a I
Direct Green 35 none trisazo cotton
Direct Green 605 WOOe neesfo cotton
Direct Green 66 none trtsato co~tton

Reacative Blue 3 none phtbalocyanine poiyemids
Reactive Blue 25 nmne not known plyV• a ..
Disperse Blue 72 none anthraqu.ne pol•.•-ster-.
Solvent Blue 25 74350 phtbalocyanino polycrylic
Ingrain Blue 1 V42?0 ph~thalocyanine po~almide

Brilliant Cresyl Blue 51010 Oxasire polyaryllc
Pigmmt Green 8 1OC*6 quinoneximn cotton
Basacryl Blue Vio none not kanwn PijacrylIC-SBaacryl Blue Violet 507 oon not kzcswn Pol&--W•I

Amichrone Light Navy RBLnone- not known oUai

Amichrome Brilliant Green 2JL none not known P.Qai '
SAmichrome Light Deep Green JLL none not knoan polyamide

Astrazon Olive Green BL none not known polyacrylic
Levalan Navy Blue MML none not known Polymd"
Chromindigen Blue BRA none not known polysude

Nylantlarene Green ktGFL none not known polysaide
Verof ix Brilliant Blue 3GL none not known polilmtde
Acid Brilliant Blue DEN none not know polyamide
Wool Green 2442 none not known poly•anie
Wool Fast Turquoise Blue S none not known polysmide

tesoline Blue RML none not known polyester
O -lorntine Fast Blue 321U none not known cottMa
(Mlorsntins Fast Blue 4GLD none not known cotton
Chlorantirm Fast Blue 8=LL none not known cott•n•N
Chlorantine Fast Blue 9GLL none not known cotton
Direct Fast Green 2GL none not nown cottonr

It - 'i.
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: •TABIZ IV: Dyez that r1ucresce moderately in the infrared

R ~ tNo chenic&1~'iei Rea84iZ

Basic Blue 3. 420295 triaryL-.than=e polyac~rylic 28
Basic BRIe 5 4Ži40 triarylwthane poolyacrylic 30Sbfsi-c B ue 3-175 =s,- zo ±zre P17,-1-•,-ac rl.--, P" 5)'

Bius- Blue 2.v 1404V trzia-ex poly~erylc 30
Basic Gieen 14 42OO0 trity-ethane poiyaceyLic 28

vsptr•e Blue 71 sxa- -nzh-aquinone pOiY 4e 2
Acridine Bed 45000 xy-ithere polyac ry-ic 23
Mid B3.s 93 4z270 t r-ia-2 t-y pe •o de 20

-.. .. .. • _._____

Direct Blue 21 p3710 disazo cotton 26

Direct Blue 1-Q 51300 oxazine cotton 25
Direct Blue I07 51315 oxazine cotton 20
Direct Blue 108 51320 exazine cotton 30
Genacyl Blue 5G none not knoan polyacrylfc 26

TABLE V: Dies that tiuoreace rtrongly in the iafrared
instrument

C 1. NOC.Chemic.l-Type Fabric ýRead!Efi

Basic Blue 7 42595 triaryLxethane polyacrylic 32
.*) Baic Blue 9 52015 thiazlne rayon 32

Basic Blue 26 44o45 triary-lmethane polyacrylic 45
Basic Blwý 36 none triarylmethMne polyacrylic 42
Basic Greer 1 42040 triayjlmethe4.e polyacrylic 37
Basic Gi"en 3 none trlaxylmethane polyacrylic 145

Basic VilWet 3 42555 triarylmethane polyacrylic 37
Basic Volet 4 42600 triarylmethane polyacrylic 48
Basic Violet 5 50205 azine polyac.-,Ylic 33
Acid Gre•,c 3 42085 triary1methane polyamide 40

Acid Green 16 W4405 triary-1methane polvamide 4i
"Direct Blue 1 24410 disazo cotton 42
Direct Blue 14 23850 disazo cotton 36
Direct Blue 22 24280 disazo cotton 32
Direct Blue 25 23790 disazo cotton 37
Direzt Blue 109 51310 oxazine otton 35

•:13
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TAB=l VI., Dy-es that tiuoyes-e wvk aZ, " A4Z L-•'.4 .'Ry C.U~s'e~ I. no. Cheica

Basic Blue 3 5W75 oxazine xlijScrjlic- 155 ;

Basic Blue 9 .•OL=•. thaim - acryli1c 2•
Ba Dirc Blue 90 •IC th•i=-P Z in 62

Direct Blu•e 109j t,"3315 GoZin Po"V-d 6 .....

nireýt Bw 10 5130 Oxzinepolyacx-yu9c

ii

-- ! HeasuremL-ts of spectral radiance relative to that of am~ i~m car- -bonate were , for severl es of interes, using a $2 opic"-4
arA•gemm ). Fa5ric samples vere first l ae with the full96

spectral e3ission of a 15O-vatt xeno hlh-pressure arc Da*. Mae reflected
and fluoresced radiation vas then analyzed by the -1nochrowor of a BwI==

W uectropbotoeeter. This is ahorn

sr n Four dyeo were chosn fer thise
more dttailed specrophoteometric

anal~ysis as s~haom In Table V17. Out
XO K of the samples (Llatc~y

arrs~~~ige~~~iBlue icw foues'ee is i~ nad vith the fluoro

., l~;hatometer to be not fluore'&-eut$;

spectral eisoU ofUT ah otherat th~hghpes re e -wer. e furescentd

in vJ'arying degrees as nathrm by the+.

instrumet readincg. All four dyesare oxazixnei.s sh-v-•
Fivte 5. Reverse optics arrazgen5of Beck= DU specisropsotcwter for -

mert of fluorescee fabrics.t

TABLE VI: Description of samples on which
spectrophotmetric measu ts were madeEyeaiemt o. X. 140. Fabrfabrics.

Brilliant Cresyl Blue 51010 polyacrylic 7
Direct Blue lo6 51300 oLyaide 82 -'
Direct Blue 108 51320 pollainide 96
Basic Blue 5l004. polyacrylic 160

314
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The results of the aee+trophotowtric measue ts are how in
figue '~ w -. Me ut-* IiAY si, U11114A.al Cziay !2zI- -fura

app•ears, for cm -arison, in both fige. It is appazvxt from these
fizuaes that the greater the instrumnt reading (i.e., infrared floes-
cewne) the greater is the diffe-rene In cuaves with respect to that for
Brilliant res-yl Blue U, tbe region beyond 700 namimeters.

60 5

2:0 10

400 6W0 500 M 6W0 So9o00 10 00 Soo 6Wo Mc too $00 l0 owe
OaENGTH-NANOMETER$

Figure 6. Spectral radiance of Figure 7. Spectral radiance of
BrilJliartt Cresyl Blue (non-fluores- Brilliant Cresyl Blue (non-fluores-
cent) - on polyacrylic fabric- cent) - dotted line; and Basic Blue
dott• d line; and Direct Blue 106 4 (fluorescent) - solid line; both
(fluorescent on poLyamide fabric) - on po1vaerrylic fabric; and Direct

* • solld line. Blue 108 (fluorescent) on polymmide
fabric - dashed line.

7. Conclusions

Over 125 dyes were examined for fluorescence in the infrared with a
fluarophotometer designed for this purpose. Of these, about half shoved
no evidence of fluorescence beyond 700 nanomters, and about one qturter
proluced only a feeble response. However, 36 of the dyes examined were
fluorescent in the infrared to a degree sufficient to warrant further
study.

COcazines were the most fluorescent of the types studied. Other
similar struzc-tes, however, such as thiazines, xanthemes, azines, and
triarylmethanes were only somewhat less effective. On the other hand,
bhyrcnc7-oxazines and the related oxazones were found to be not fluorescent.

These studies are continuing with emphasis on three factors that
appear to influence fluorescence.

a. It is clear that substituent groups influence the vaveler4th
and intensity of abuorpt ion bands. It is reasonable to suppose that

j fluorescewve will also be influenced by chemical structure.

15
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b. The fluoreacence appears to be influenced markedly by the type
of fiber to which the dye is appjied. For example, when Basic Blue 4 was
wrdanated with to 1~ cot-ton n cb.c• in, 'i-a oZt . WhenZ2
appLied to a polyacrylic f£bric, th- same dye produced a ver•y tro.ng
fluore sce re

e. It is well k1zn that the iegree cf fluorescence often increases
with co'_entraticn =t4. a mxLxmum is r:dched. !Azrtsc?ý th&on
above That poLut re2ultz in u dezeased fl-orescence, a whsowoan referred
to as self -uenching.

These are t'ie pr1Lnciji 1 ... frthe~r atu.y for -which only
qualltative evidence i =ow availahle.
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